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We are communicators, marketers, fundraisers, and campaigners who help 

causes that inspire people to act. We work exclusively with nonprofits who 

are alleviating suffering, fighting for human rights and democracy, 

dismantling inequality, making art and knowledge accessible to everyone, 

and fostering a healthier and sustainable world. Our services include:

DIGITAL FUNDRAISING
+ ADVOCACY

DIGITAL 
ORGANIZING

MEDIA
RELATIONS

ADVERTISING
SOCIAL 
MEDIA



Each year, we help nonprofits raise hundreds of millions of dollars online 

and cultivate a thriving digital audience.



Read it all at: mrbenchmarks.com

➔ Total online revenue grew by 3% in 2021.

➔ Monthly giving increased by 24%, and accounted for 
22% of all online revenue in 2021.

➔ Digital advertising investment by nonprofits 
increased by 19%.

➔ Return on ad spend was highest for search ads 
($3.72). Return on ad spend for display and social 
media were $0.59 and $0.57, respectively.

➔ Email list sizes increased by 7%.

➔ For every 1,000 email addresses, nonprofits had an 
average of 736 Facebook fans, 229 Twitter followers, 
and 141 Instagram followers.

Points of interest



Today’s Takeaways:

DISCOVER

LEARN

TRY THIS

what digital trends have been most productive for 

nonprofits and agencies

past/recent successes that you may be able to 

bring back to your organization

how to fit new trends/developments into your 

fundraising plans
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DISCOVER DIGITAL TRENDS
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● Stunning creative is more important than ever.

● But it’s not all bells and whistles: go back to the 

basics for thumb stopping creative in the cookie-

less era.

New approaches to connecting with your audience
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Let your creative do 

the talking. Draw 

people in with 

stunning visuals that 

tell your story in new 

ways.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/18w1hE5Ba5A_Zb-208TQkjrImkq6s83gu/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1GC-NvNjtV-c3yamBMXjdKswsv_2fBUU1/view
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Your audience needs to 
see themselves in the 

creative you make. 

Create relevance by 
inviting the viewer to 
interact with your ad 
using rich media or 

HTML5 creative.
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News articles are more than 
a powerful third party 

validator — by echoing news 
headlines your audience is 

already seeing, you’re 
making your cause and ask 
both relevant and timely.
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Urgency is likely to become an 
even more valuable tactic in 

commanding attention.

But go beyond countdown 
clocks...

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1lSPhtBslBMtv_0FybSMW1i0H6hArj4HI/view
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...immerse your 
audience in the 

moment using rich 
media creative to 
create emotion, 
empathy, and 

unmistakable urgency.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1l_PxRnmSgv9fXmTaWlc4EwTrjEeSqWxn/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/17yzGIqEYCNyzCGj5RnIA_r7JdSsx7qjN/view


Advocacy and awareness creative
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ECe4uNX6MgaYvLa8tnWTB9T9coQ_wXoU/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1D4jhCRITOq4MfrVHcAyk-p1fKLVkCjEf/view


Snapchat and TikTok creative
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1kBDs0UORmn765f2EHUUTkocTix8K1tKK/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q7BuFTqzjvtTZuzTu9tKAxk4Gkkh8Rl4/view


Responding to Ukraine
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WEBSITE AND DONATION 

LANDING PAGES
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Interstitial Pages
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36%
improvement in conversions

80%
increase in average gift and 

revenue per visitor

Interstitial Pages



Monthly Giving Nudge & Upsell



Monthly Default

WARNING FOR LARGE 
MONTHLY GIFT AMOUNTS
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BUTTONS CLEARLY 
LABELED PER MONTH



Monthly Default
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FINAL BUTTON 
CLEARLY LABELED 

MONTHLY

TANGIBLE 
IMPACT 
LANGUAGE

BUTTONS CLEARLY 
LABELED PER MONTH



LEAD ACQUISITION THROUGH 

DIGITAL ADVERTISING
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Goal & Deadlines

Help convey urgency / 

“why me and why now?”
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Gripping compelling image 

/ eye contact is a plus

4:5 Video

Overlay CTA button

CTA in headline

CTA button

Problem & Solution

What’s the threat?



86% of Facebook’s 

advertising revenue is from 
mobile, so it's important to 
ensure your creative and 

landing pages look good on 
mobile devices.
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Example of Image/Copy Testing
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LEARN FROM PAST/RECENT 

SUCCESSES
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MESSAGE TESTING

With Feeding America
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Develop images and refine 

messaging, and test out how 

real people respond to them, 

using a tool called Swayable

Percentage point increases in 

support for SNAP on the right 

are for Moderate and Very 

Conservative audiences in key 

states

Creative testing
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6.3pp increase in 
support for SNAP 4.4pp increase

3.8pp increase 1.7pp increase

CASE STUDY



Localized, Values-Driven Messages Overperformed As Well

The Florida-specific message led to a 4.3pp 
increase in support for SNAP and a 3.3pp increase 

in support for SNAP beneficiaries.

The generic message led to a 2.4pp increase in 
support for SNAP and a 0.5pp increase in support 

for SNAP beneficiaries. 

CASE STUDY



Launch & Measurement

Measuring Impact

● Favorability: How favorable is your view 

of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 

Program (SNAP)?

● Attribute Rating: How would you rate 

the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 

Program (SNAP) in terms of its impact on 

your community?

● Intent: How likely are you to take action 

the next time you see an ad for Feeding 

America?

CASE STUDY



What We’ve Found

Ad Recall: Do you recall seeing an ad for Feeding America in the last day?

Though not statistically significant, showing an ad 1x led to better ad recall. Nielsen observed a statistically 

directional difference in higher Ad Recall for those shown an ad once. For Feeding America, this meant they could 

reach even more people than anticipated with their budget, because it only took seeing an ad once to make an impact.

CASE STUDY



What We’ve Found

Attribute Rating: How would you rate the Supplemental Nutrition 

Assistance Program (SNAP) in terms of its impact on your community?

Favorability: How favorable is your view of the Supplemental Nutrition 

Assistance Program (SNAP)?

Younger audiences are more likely to rate SNAP highly. Respondents between the ages of 18 and 34 who saw ads 

from Feeding America were more likely to rate SNAP highly on based on Attribute Rating and Favorability than other 

age groups.

Respondents who were shown our ads on mobile devices were significantly more likely to rate SNAP highly —

unsurprising, as mobile viewership tends to skew younger.

CASE STUDY



A BOLDER APPROACH 

With the American Museum of 

Natural History
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Going Big with Graphics
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Creative went from this in 2018…

to this in 2019.

CASE STUDY



Engaging Audiences
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CASE STUDY



Hybrid Graphic 

and Text Emails
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CASE STUDY



Multi-Channel, of course
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Facebook 

Paid search

Gmail

CASE STUDY



Results
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● Spring 2019 T.rex themed membership campaign outperformed 

its predecessor by 30%.

● Tests found that the graphic-heavy appeals, but not graphic only,

significantly boosted performance. 

● Also, key to the success was synchronized, effective creative that 

promoted the offer across all multiple channels and justified 

increasing in advertising spending

● And the lines to get into the exhibit were consistently out the 

door! 

CASE STUDY



TRY THESE CREATIVE DIRECTIONS IN 

YOUR FUNDRAISING 
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ETHICAL CREATIVE
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● Promote dignity for your subject, 

speaker, and audience.

● Do not steal power from the powerless.

● “Do no harm” is not enough. We need to 

do active good. 

Core principles of ethical creative
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“GOOD” CREATIVE IS SIMPLY THIS:

IT IS CREATIVE THAT WORKS

Except… not all creative that is effective reflects our 

values. 

We must develop an approach that is not only effective, 

but ethical. 

(The good news is that we can be both.)
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ASK YOURSELF 

Does your creative meets your values?
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SET ACTIVE STANDARDS

Set clear expectations for the values your creative should 

actively promote
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WHO SPEAKS, WHO LISTENS

Define your audience of one. Define “we.”
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IDENTIFY YOUR HERO

The “donor as hero” narrative reinforces the relevance and 

impact of support; but it can also perpetuate white saviorism



OLD version NEW version
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Inclusion

Concepts, language, and imagery

● Representing the communities we serve

● Reaching and reflecting diverse 

audiences

● Making content accessible

● Lifting up voices that need to be heard
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Promoting Dignity

For those we serve and our audiences

● Avoiding white saviorism

● Not exploiting suffering

● Centering the agency of those we serve

● Operating with openness and transparency
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Embracing Justice and Equity

Cross-sectionality and a broader mission

● Understanding and communicating context

● Partnering with a broader movement

● Challenging your audience



Free resource: The M+R 

Guide to Effective and Ethical 

Direct Response Creative

www.mrss.com/guide

Free Resource

The M+R Guide to Effective and Ethical Direct 

Response Creative

www.mrss.com/guide
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http://www.mrss.com/guide
http://www.mrss.com/guide


NEED MORE INSPIRATION?
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Unexpected Thermometers
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Animated stats



Icon-based animation in social media
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Icons in email
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A gift of $15 could help IFAW plant eucalyptus 

trees that provide a safe habitat for koalas.

A gift of $40 could help provide veterinary care 

for a sick or injured koala.

A gift of $100 could help fund research projects 

on new and better ways to locate, rescue, 

rehabilitate, and release sick and injured 

koalas.

https://click.ifawnews.org/?qs=a5ebe9a4a98bd766125a587821c95fc004248644a8fd81610585c622200304a6f0fb489866f58fded0315fbf3494251d56d3cb47e6900ab12ac8b86c98fc6cb1
https://click.ifawnews.org/?qs=577b71e53c255c3cff1c06f3f1ccd7ab084794699841bb5365802b0235410c46d83b0df53247e2f0950dd21aafb4fd452c018eb10d251578adf27d5d8fbf6d99
https://click.ifawnews.org/?qs=577b71e53c255c3c283366005c3487120fbd743ace61cb0de2241a2cae482ff982fd5de5fb1c2a1fe6aa74c50b4698b136fd5aa2d9ca226c2fb97536ddb1123a


QUESTIONS?

Yoon Lee at ylee@mrss.com 
Laurin Gonzalez at lgonzalez@mrss.com


